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Fnal technfl repot for ONER comractd NWS14.6-Kl412, "*%masmts
optical asmeft of topolca phas. inch as ener's phase.

The contract was for performing experiments on a recently discovered topological
phase factor known as "Berry's phase," We proposed to examine this phas at both the

quantum and classical levels, in its various mnifestations. The goals of this contract wee

sy accomplished- in particular, we succeeded in demons S this phase at the
single photon level, thereby demonstatdin that this phase did not originate at the classical
level. Possible applications of this phase we explonei A two-photon light Asuor, in the
form a parametric down-converter of uv laser photon into highly correlated red photons

was successfully constructed, and coincidence counting techniques were successfully
applied to the detection of the conjugate signal and idler red photons. This formed the
expCrimCmtal basis for the examination of not only Berry's phase, but of the energy-time

uncetainty relations, the Fnson experiment, the asemet of the tunneling time of the
photon, the quantum eraser, and other optical phenomena closely related to the Einstein-
Podolsky-Rosen "paradox."

Berry's topological phase, which is an Aharonov-Bohm-like phase which a system can
acquire after a sequence of changes which returns the system back to its starting point, has
be studied using quantum optical techniques in this contract. This phase was discovered in

the quantum adiabatic theorem by Berry, and one of its early manifstati was discovered

in optics by the principal investigator in colaboration with Wu and Tomita. The phase

anholonomy which Barry discovered in the quantum adiabatic theorem can be expressed as

an extra phase factor exp(iin(C)) which the wavefunction can acquire after a cycle C in the

parameter space of the Hamiltonian H(R), where R denotes some slowly varying

parameters which return to their starting values. This topological phase factor is
accumulated by the wavefunction in addition to the usual dynamical phase factor,

exp(-ijEndt/fi). Explicitly, if H(O) I n;R> = %(R) I n;R>, then Barry's phase is

Tn(C) C A,.- dR. (1)

Although we predicted an early optical manilfestation of this phase by means of

quantum mechanics, we observed it by purely classical optical means. Also, this

manifestation was only the first of four recent manifestations of this phase in optics.
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Therefore the important scientific questions we would like to address include: Can we

observe this phase in quantum optics? Are these four recently discovered Berry's phases

all that there are in optics? Are there any purely quantum, i.e., nonclassical, Berry's
phases in optics? Are ther any important applications of these phases?

As described more briefly in the introduction, to observe this phase at the quantum
level, we have set up a correlated two-photon light source, in which a UV (pump) photon

is broken up into two red photons (signal and idler photons) inside a KDP (potassium

dihydrogen phosphat) crystal in the process of parametric down-cosvernion, following the

method of Bumnham and Weinberg, and of Mandel et at. These photons have been detected

in coincidence. In this way, the detection of one photon in one beam can be used to insure

that there is one and only one photon in the conjugate beam. Thus a one-photos Fock state
can been prepared for our experiment. When this photon enters an interferometer inside

which optical elements are placed in such a configuration as to generate a Berry's phase,

then the resulting interference pattern can only be understood as resulting from a single

photon interfering with itself inside the interferometer. We have also set up a two-photon

interferometer, similar to the ones suggested by Franson, and by Home, Shimosy and
Zeilinger, in two recent Physical Review Leuers (62, 2205 and 2209 (1989)), in order to
observe a purely quantal Berry's phase.

We successfully observed coincidences from the above two-photon light source in the

Spring of 1989. We also constucted a nonplanar Mach-Zehnder interferometer to observe

Berry's phase at the classical level. We set up and aligned a system incorporxting a white-

light-fringe Michelson interferometer.

We also set up a two-photon interferometer, similar to the ones suggested by Franson,

and by Home, Shimony and Zeilinger, in two recent Physical Review Letters (62, 2265

and 2209 (1989)), in order to observe a purely quantal Berry's phase. As a first step, we

have successfully observed the dynamical phase of two entangled photons (Phys. Rev.

A41, 2910 (1990)), and improved our apparatus so that the visibility of our two-photon

fringes seen in coincidence exceeded 50%, at which point our results became nonchsica-

After obtaining a visibility in excess of 71 %, we violated Bell's inequalities, and our results

became nonlocal. We also set up and observed the first nonclassical Berry's phase, in the

form of Pancharatnam's phase, by means of two zero-order quarter wave plates plvced in

one arm of a Michelson interferometer. This was done in conjunction with a triple

coincidence counting technique, and is described in "Observation of a Nonclassical Berry's

Phase for the Photon," which was published shortly after the termination date of this

contract in Physical Review Letters 66, 588 (1991).
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